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Baryon Acoustic Oscillations
• Relic peak in the clustering of galaxies from sound waves in 

the early universe

Figure Credits: 
Left: Eisenstein et al. (2007) 

Above: Anderson et al. (2012)
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Figure 3. The CMASS correlation function before (left) and after (right) reconstruction (crosses) with the best-fit models overplotted (solid lines). Error bars
show the square root of the diagonal covariance matrix elements, and data on similar scales are also correlated. The BAO feature is clearly evident, and well
matched to the best-fit model. The best-fit dilation scale is given in each plot, with the �2 statistic giving goodness of fit.

Figure 4. Average of the mock correlation functions before and after recon-
struction showing that the average acoustic peak sharpens up significantly
after reconstruction. This indicates that, on average, our reconstruction tech-
nique effectively removes some of the smearing caused by non-linear struc-
ture growth, affording us the ability to more precisely centroid the acoustic
peak.

where ~d is the measured correlation function and ~m(↵) is the best-
fit model at each ↵. C is the sample covariance matrix, and we use
a fitting range of 28 < r < 200h�1

Mpc. We therefore fit over 44
points using 5 parameters, leaving us with 39 degrees-of-freedom
(dof). Assuming a multi-variate Gaussian distribution for the fitted
data (this is tested and shown to be a good approximation in Manera
et al. 2012), the probability distribution of ↵ is

p(↵) / e��

2(↵)/2. (28)

The normalisation constant is determined by ensuring that the dis-
tribution integrates to 1. In calculating p(↵), we also impose a 15
per cent Gaussian prior on log(↵) to suppress values of ↵ ⌧ 1

that correspond to the BAO being shifted to the edge of our fit-
ting range at large scales. The sample variance is larger at these

scales, and the fitting algorithm is afforded some flexibility to hide
the acoustic peak within the larger errors.

The standard deviation of this probability distribution serves
as an error estimate on our distance measurement. The standard
deviation �

↵

for the data and each individual mock catalog can be
calculated as �2

↵

= h↵2
i � h↵i2, where the moments of ↵ are

h↵n

i =

Z
d↵ p(↵)↵n . (29)

Note that h↵i refers to the mean of the p(↵) distribution in this
equation only.

In reference to the mocks, h↵i will denote the ensemble mean
of the ↵ values measured from each individual mock, and ↵̃ will
denote the median. The term “Quantiles” will denote the 16th/84th

percentiles, which are approximately the 1� level if the distribution
is Gaussian. The scatter predicted by these quantiles suffers less
than the rms from the effects of extreme outliers.

5.3 Results

Using the procedure described in §5.2, we measure the shift in the
acoustic scale from the CMASS DR9 data to be ↵ = 1.016±0.017
before reconstruction and ↵ = 1.024± 0.016 after reconstruction.
The quoted errors are the �

↵

values measured from the probabil-
ity distributions, p(↵). Plots of the data and corresponding best-
fit models are shown in Fig. 3 for before (left) and after (right)
reconstruction. We see that for CMASS DR9, reconstruction has
not significantly improved our measurement of the acoustic scale.
However, in the context of the mock catalogues, this result is not
surprising.

Fig. 5 shows the �
↵

values measured from the mocks before
reconstruction versus those measured after reconstruction from the
correlation function fits. The CMASS DR9 point is overplotted as
the black star and falls within the locus of mock points. However,
we see that before reconstruction, our recovered �

↵

for CMASS
DR9 is much smaller than the mean expected from the mocks. For
typical cases, reconstruction improves errors on ↵, but if one has a
“lucky” realisation that yields a low error to begin with, then recon-
struction does not produce much improvement. The mock catalog
comparison in Figure 5 shows that the BOSS DR9 data volume
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Baryon Acoustic Oscillations
• BAO: standard ruler in cosmology

Figure Credit: Alam, et al. (2017)

Photo Credit: NOAO/KPNO
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Measuring BAO
• Correlation function 𝝽(R) from galaxy pairs

r



Measuring BAO
• Require sufficient 

density of 
spectroscopically 
observed galaxies 

• Can we amplify 
the signal-to-noise 
for sparse 
samples?

Figure Credit: Alam et al. (2017)



BAO with Sparse Samples
• We can get very dense photometric galaxy samples  
• Cross-correlating the sparse spectroscopy and dense 

photometry → a projected correlation function



Data
• Fairly sparse 

spectroscopic sample: 
the BOSS CMASS z > 
0.6 tail   

~200,000 galaxies 
• Dense photometric 

sample: from SDSS 
DR9 

~6.6 million galaxies 
(Law-Smith & Eisenstein 2017)

Figure Credit: Alam et al. (2017)
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Figure 1. The projected correlation function w plotted against two theoretical curves: the solid black line is the predicted projected
correlation function in the presence of BAO, while the dashed violet curve is the expectation without BAO. The data show a bump near
100 h�1Mpc consistent with the BAO signal.

5 RESULTS

5.1 Fitting for the BAO Peak

We compute the projected correlation function w(R) using the Landy-Szalay estimator with a binning of 5 h�1

Mpc; the result
is plotted in Figure 1. We fit two computed projected correlation functions, one derived using a CAMB power spectrum (Lewis,
Challinor, & Lasenby 2000) that includes the BAO, and the other a smooth, BAO-less power spectrum derived using the
prescriptions of Eisenstein & Hu (1998), to the data.

In both theoretical prescriptions of the correlation function, we include a nuisance parameter in the form of an additive
constant w

0

, which corresponds to excess power at very large scales and which is left a free parameter. Accordingly, we fit to
a function of the form w(R) = aw

c

(R) +w
0

, where w
c

(R) is the calculated correlation function and a and w
0

are parameters
to be found. Prior to fitting, we normalize w

c

to the value of the data at R = 27.5 h�1

Mpc. We use the jackknife covariance
matrix shown in Figure 2 in performing the fits. The results of our fits suggest that the parameter w

0

is around 1 ⇥ 10

�4,
indicating only a modest level of systematics.

We further consider the impact of a BAO peak shift, quantitatively provided by a dilation factor (denoted ↵) on our
results. Scaling P (k) ! P (k/↵) for both the BAO and BAO-less cases, we recompute the correlation functions and fit them
to the data, allowing for ↵ to vary in the range of 0.8 . ↵ . 1.25; the results for five values of ↵ are shown in Figure 3. The
data prefer a value of ↵ = 1.00, as indicated by the �2 curves for the fits that are shown in Figure 4. A shift of ↵ = 1.00 gives
a �2/ndf = 24.4/23, while the best fit value for the non-BAO curve has �2/ndf = 32.3/23, yielding a 2.8� preference for the
BAO. We do note, however, that as we are using a jackknife method, we have not included corrections for the impact of noise
of the inversion of the covariance matrix such as is described in Percival et al. (2014) in the context of mock catalogs.

Interpreting the ��2

= 4 range as a 2� error, we find a rough estimate of about 0.03 for the 1� precision of ↵. However,
we caution that the low significance of the acoustic peak detection likely implies that the posterior of ↵ has non-Gaussian
tails that would loosen the constraining power.

Our results align well with the prediction for the correlation function with BAO at intermediate-to-large scales. We note
that while we do not have to consider redshift-space distortions with w, since we do not account for where the photometric

MNRAS 000, 1–14 (2015)

• We find a ~2.8𝝈 preference for the BAO in the cross-
correlation at z = 0.64

Patej & Eisenstein (2017)



Results
• Measured DM at z = 0.64

Figure Credit: Alam, et al. (2017)



Future Prospects
• The Dark Energy Spectroscopic Instrument (DESI) 

and DESI Imaging Surveys (legacysurvey.org):

Photo Credit: NOAO/AURA/NSF

Image courtesy of A. Dey

• DECam Legacy Survey (DECaLS)  
• Mosaic z-band Legacy Survey (MzLS) 
• Beĳing-Arizona Sky Survey (BASS)



Imaging Surveys Photometry
• DESI imaging surveys are providing high quality 

images in grz that are 1-2 mag deeper than SDSS

Image credits: Arjun Dey, Kyle 
Willett, & Galaxy Zoo: DECaLS
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Future Prospects
• Possible sparse samples: 

• eBOSS quasars (Zhao et al. 2016) 
• Euclid OIII emission line galaxies at z~2 (Mehta et 

al . 2015)

Image Credit: SDSS/eBOSS



Conclusions
• We found a 2.8𝝈 preference for the BAO in the cross-

correlation of a fairly sparse spectroscopic sample 
with a dense photometric sample and measured 
DM(z=0.64)  

• There are several possible future directions with 
different sparse samples, for example, applying this 
method to eBOSS quasars with DESI imaging 
surveys photometry

Thank you!


